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Materials able to conduct electric count are called conductors. There are two 

groups of them: with electronic conductivity (first kind conductors) and with ionic 

conductivity (second kind). Firs kind conductors – mainly are metals and some non-

metals (carbon). Second kind conductors – solutions and melts of electrolytes. 

When applying external electric field to solution, solvated ions moved 

haotically before begin to move directly – cations to negative electrode and anions 

to positive. 

Important property of electrolyte solutions is their electric conductivity. 

Specific conductivity  in SI units is defined as conductivity of 1m3 solution, 

situated between flat parallel electrodes surface of 1 m2 each and on the distance of 

1 m from each other. 

Unit in SI is Ohm-1*m-1. 

Specific conductivity depends on the nature of electrolyte and the nature of 

solvent. With the increase of temperature in increases, but not linearly.  

Equivalent electric conductivity  in SI units is defined as conductivity of 

solution volume of 1 m3, containing molar mass of equivalent of solvated substance 

and situated between two flat parallel electrodes on the distance of 1 m from each 

other with voltage of 1 V. Unit in SI is Ohm-1m-1mol-1. 

The relationship between equivalent and specific conductivity is described by 

equation: 

 

where  С – electrolye concentration, mol/m3; 

Equivalent electric conductivity depends on the nature of solvent, temperature 

and concentration. 

Equivalent electric conductivity in infinite dilution 
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In infinitely diluted solution the value of LambdaInf can be calculated as 

a sum of ionic conductivities for cations and anions. 

 = к + а     

 

Conductometric measurements 

 

Conductometry – electrochemical methods of research and analysis, based on 

measuring of specific electric conductivity of solution, which depends on their 

concentration. The advantages of conductometry are high sensitivity, simplicity of 

methods, opportunity for researching colored and moody solutions, automated 

analysis. 

Conductometer is used for measurement of conductivity. Conductometric unit 

is a device that consist of electrodes made of platinum to prevent their oxidation. 

 

Conductometric titration is a method of quantitative analysis, based on 

conductometry. In this method the equivalence point is detected with 

conductometric measurements. It can be applied to opaque liquids and allows 

automation of measurement process. 


